In this paper, the spatial characteristics of the optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) process were numerically studied when initial pump beam was aberrated. Numerical results showed that the spatial walk-off effect transferred phase modulation partly to the signal beam as the pump phase was modulated. Moreover, the modulation amplitude became increasingly severe as the nonlinear length extended. In the absence of phase aberration in the initial input signal, the induced phase aberration in the output signal was assumed as the differential form of the pump beam phase. As the pump beam intensity was modulated, the spatial walk-off effect reduced the influence of pump beam noise on beam quality and the angular spectrum but reduced signal gain simultaneously; thus, it may do more harm than good in the OPCPA process. In the case of a non-diffraction-limited pump beam, the greater the beam quality factor 2 , the lower the conversion efficiency of the output signal in the OPCPA process. These results have important guiding significance for optimized design of an OPCPA system for high power laser.
Introduction
High-energy ultrashort solid lasers have comprised a development trend in laser optics in recent decades. In 1986, Strikland et al. suggested the idea of chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) [1] , which dramatically reduced the possibility of nonlinear damage to the laser medium and fully leverages gain bandwidth during amplification [2, 3] . Optical parametric amplification (OPA) is an efficient approach of generating tunable pulses from a fixed laser source [4] [5] [6] , including large energy fiber laser sources [7, 8] . The integration of OPA and CPA into optical parametric chirpedpulse amplification (OPCPA) has rapidly extended the peak power of amplified ultra-short laser pulses to the petawatt level due to unique features of efficient conversion, high gain, and broad bandwidth [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In strong-field physics applications, laser beam quality and pulse contrast are key issues in OPCPA laser systems [14] . To date, the pulse contrast of OPCPA systems has been studied extensively [15, 16] , and various methods have been proposed to increase pulse contrast on a picosecond timescale [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, less attention has been paid to beam quality in the OPCPA process, as the OPCPA technique was normally considered capable of ensuring the optical quality of an amplified signal field [16, 21] . This might not be a problem for most low-energy OPCPA systems where the pump laser sources are diffraction-limited or in a type 0 ( → + ) quasi-phase-matching OPA process without spatial walk-off between interacting waves [22, 23] . However, circumstances are quite different for high-energy OPCPA systems where high-energy pump lasers are typically far below the diffraction limit [24, 25] . Meanwhile, the spatial walk-off effect is always present due to the adoption of birefringent nonlinear crystals.
Several articles have considered beam quality in OPCPA systems [26, 27] , mainly by examining the influences of the pump beam-profile and dephasing on OPA gain and signal beam quality. A theoretical model was developed for dephasing effects due to angular deviation from ideal phase matching, and the impact of the angular content of 2 Advances in Condensed Matter Physics the beam on small signal gain and conversion efficiency in a strongly depleted regime was evaluated numerically [26] . In this paper, the spatial characteristics of the OPCPA process pumped by a spatially aberrated beam are studied theoretically and numerically. Three typical types of spatially aberrated pump beams are discussed, including the phase-modulated pump beam, intensity-modulated pump beam, and non-diffraction-limited pump beam. In the spatial domain, the nonlinear process of OPCPA is identical to that of OPA; thus, most parts of this paper do not differentiate explicitly between OPA and OPCPA.
Numerical Model
In this paper, the type I phase-matching OPA process is simulated by nonlinear coupled-wave equations in the spatial domain, implying that all temporal effects in the time domain are ignored. The equations governing the evolution of the envelopes E p , E s , and E i of the pump, signal, and idler pulses [28, 29] , respectively, are
where E j (z, x) is normalized to the input pump field E . For the sake of simplicity, a one-dimensional transverse model is used in simulations; diffraction effects are ignored due to the large beam aperture. A Gaussian pump beam is assumed throughout the paper, although different beam shapes may be involved. The spatial variable x is normalized to the radius of the pump beam waist w; Δk = k s + k i -k p is the wave-vector mismatch among the three waves, where wave vector k j = n j /c. The nonlinear length is defined by = /( (2) 0 ) as a measure of the pump intensity. The pump beam is considered as the reference beam, thus, walk-off terms only appear in (1) and (2) . The signal walk-off length L sp is defined as L sp = w/ , where is the walk-off angle, and L ip = L sp in the type-I collinear configuration. The ratio of L sp to crystal length L indicates the practical walk-off magnitude of the OPA process in the nonlinear crystal. In the calculations, the initial signal wave is assumed to be a Gaussian beam with phase uniformity, and Δk is set to zero because it primarily affects signal gain and conversion efficiency, which has been thoroughly discussed [22] . Investigation of the walkoff effect in isolation can explicitly clarify its impact on the output signal beam. The standard split-step method and Runge-Kutta algorithm were adopted to solve the nonlinear equations numerically [29] [30] [31] .
Analyses and Discussions
. . Pump Beam with Phase Modulation. First, the OPCPA process pumped by a phase-modulated beam is investigated. For simplicity, the pump beam is assumed to include sinusoidal phase modulation as ( , 0) = 0 exp(− 2 + sin 2 ( )), where parameters a and n correspond to the modulation amplitude and spatial frequency, respectively. The angular spectrum distributions of the signal beam and idler beam are displayed in Figure 1 under small-signal conditions. The insets in the top right corner are the local enlarged figure. As shown in Figure 1 , the angular spectrum of the signal beam remain basically unchanged as the walkoff effect is not considered (the dotted line in Figure 1 (a)). The phase modulation of the pump beam leads to angular spectrum aberration of the idler beam (the dotted line in Figure 1 (b)). However, the angular spectrum of the signal beam become aberrated as the spatial walk-off effect is taken into account (the solid and dashed lines in Figure 1 (a)). Additionally, the greater parameter a, the worse the angular spectrum aberration in the output signal beam, and the aberration of the idler beam is weakened accordingly. With regard to saturation amplification, the spatial characteristics of OPA are similar to those of the small signal. Figure 2 shows the transverse distribution of the signal phase and its evolution in the crystal. As the pump phase is modulated by a sinusoidal phase, a sinusoidally modulated phase is observed in the output signal. The modulation amplitude increases in line with crystal length, as explained when analyzing the phase transfer mechanism of OPA. On account of spatial walk-off, the pump beam and idler beam are staggered in space, and their phases deviate. Their phase differences therefore become disordered, and the signal beam will partially undertake the distortion originated from the pump beam. Meanwhile, the greater the crystal length (or nonlinear length), the clearer the walk-off of the pump beam and idler beam. Moreover, the modulated amplitude of the signal phase became increasingly intense (see the phase curve in the position of z = 5 mm). One consequence of phase modulation is angular spectrum aberration, which also describes the phenomenon in the insets of Figure 1 . Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that the output signal inherited the aberration of the pump beam as its phase is modulated in the presence of spatial walk-off. Therefore, high-frequency modulation in the pump phase should be suppressed as much as possible to obtain a good-quality signal beam in the OPA process. Figure 3 depicts the phase of the output signal when the pump phase Φ(x) is equal to x 2 and x 3 , respectively. The shape in Figure 3(a) is approximately linear, whereas that in Figure 3(b) is approximately parabolic. Therefore, the induced phase of the signal is essentially the differential of the pump phase.
Next, the physical process of OPA is analyzed to explain the above phenomena. The phases of the signal (Φ s ), pump (Φ p ), and idler (Φ i ) are known to be fulfilled by the following relationship without walk-off effect and when the phasematching condition is satisfied:
Equations (4) and (5) show that the phase of the output signal is independent of the pump phase, whereas the phase of the idler beam is related to the difference between Φ s and Φ p as the walk-off effect is neglected. Therefore, phase aberration in the pump beam will be transferred to the idler beam as the walk-off effect is ignored, as demonstrated by the dotted line in Figure 1(b) . Supposing the phase of the initial signal is uniform, then the idler phase is consistent with that of the pump beam, denoted as Φ p (x)+ /2 and Φ p (x), respectively. However, the pump beam and idler beam will no longer coincide in space if the walk-off effect occurs, resulting in some offsets. Similarly, if their phases are assumed to be Φ p (x) and /2+Φ p (x+Δx), respectively, then the phase expression of the generated signal is
, representing the differential form of the pump phase and explaining the phenomena in Figure 3 . The above theoretical results are helpful in precompensating or prefiltering phase aberration during the pulse-shaping process.
. . Pump Beam with Intensity Modulation.
The spatial characteristics of the output signal are then analyzed as the pump amplitude is modulated. Given the amplified spontaneous emission, the pump beam usually generates noise. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the effect of pump noise on the beam quality of the output signal.
The intensity modulation of the pump beam (namely the noise expression) is assumed to be 0.1E 0 sin 2 (4 x), and the near-field distribution and angular spectrum of the output signal is obtained by numerical calculation as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. Figure 4(a) indicates that the disturbance of the pump beam could be partially transferred to the signal beam, and the degree of noise transfer is weakened when the spatial walk-off effect is considered (the solid line in Figure 4(a) ). The OPA gain is known to be related to pump intensity; therefore, the output signal is highly sensitive to the disturbance of pump intensity. When considering the walk-off effect, the sidelobes of the pump spectrum caused by its intensity modulation are not met the phase-matching condition, and these spatial frequency components are accordingly suppressed during the OPA process. Therefore, the beam quality of the output signal is somewhat better than that without walk-off effect. However, the gain of the signal beam clearly declines, as confirmed by the numerical simulation. The spatial walk-off effect is therefore found to reduce the influence of pump noise on the nearfield distribution and angular spectrum of the signal beam, which appears to benefit the OPA process. However, it also reduces the gain of the signal beam, which is not desirable. Therefore, the pump noise does more harm than good to the OPA process. In addition, the degree of fluctuation in the signal beam during saturation amplification (the dashed line in Figure 4 (c)) is lower than the performance under smallsignal conditions (the dashed line in Figure 4(a) ), as the gain is more stable during the saturation amplification process. cess of small-signal amplification, saturation amplification, and back conversion are numerically simulated. The signal gain is nearly zero within a large length (z<10 mm) at first in the case of small-signal amplification; it then rises rapidly, indicating saturation amplification, and finally decreases rapidly after reaching the peak, denoting a backconversion process. In addition, the shapes of the gain curves are similar under different 2 factors, and the crystal lengths at which the signal gain reaches the peak value are almost the same. The only difference is that a larger 2 factor leads to a lower signal gain peak. The formation of the three processes is related to energy consumption of the pump beam, and the signal gain originates from the pump energy. Initially, no pump energy loss occurs under small-signal amplification. Then, in the saturation amplification process, pump energy is quickly consumed. As the signal gain peaks, the pump energy is mostly consumed, as shown by the solid line in Figure 5 (b). Next, some frequency components do not satisfy the phasematching condition due to the spatial walk-off effect, and backconversion hence occurs with an increase in crystal length. The greater 2 factor is, the more the frequency components fail not to satisfy the phase-matching condition, which is analogous to a reduction in pump intensity. As signal gain is closely related to pump intensity, the peak value of signal gain under the pump beam with a large 2 factor is small, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 5 (a). In addition, the divergence of the pump beam is assumed to be centrosymmetric, so the gain curves are similar under different 2 factors. The poorer the pump beam quality is, the lower the signal gain is. Therefore, the quality of the pump beam should be optimized to minimize divergence or convergence before initiating the OPA process.
Conclusions
The spatial characteristics of the OPCPA process were analyzed in detail. In the numerical simulation, some effects were considered such as the walk-off effect, phase modulation, amplitude modulation of the pump beam, and pump beam quality. The walk-off effect was found to worsen signal beam quality in the OPCPA system when the pump beam exhibited phase modulation. However, as the pump intensity was modulated, the walk-off effect filtered out some aberrations; the signal beam quality improved but at the cost of reduced gain. In addition, the divergence or convergence of pump beam also compromised OPCPA gain. Therefore, it is highly important to select appropriate system parameters when designing the OPCPA system, such as a minimum walk-off angle, suitable crystal length, and good pump beam quality. Figure 1 is the angular spectrum of output signal beam and idler beam as the pump phase is modulated. Figure 2 is the evolution of signal phase in the transverse direction of nonlinear crystal. Figure 3 is the phase curve of output signal as pump phase Φ(x) equals x2 and x3. Figure 4 is the near field distribution and the angular spectrum of the output signal as the pump amplitude is modulated. Figure 5(a) is the 
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